EDITORIAL

Major Feature-Length Video
Coming: Join the Campaign to
Exonerate LaRouche
June 13—On June 21, the LaRouche Political Action
Committee will release a new 80-minute feature documentary, “The LaRouche Case: Robert Mueller’s First
Hit Job.” The video will show that the fraudulent imprisonment of Lyndon LaRouche in 1988 was one of
the largest and most egregious government operations
against a political figure in U.S. history. The United
States and the world have long suffered from being
denied LaRouche’s ideas, and it’s time for LaRouche’s
exoneration.
The video primarily utilizes footage from the 1995
independent hearings on Department of Justice corruption, featuring Lyndon and Helga LaRouche, former
U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark, attorney Odin
Anderson, famed civil rights attorney J.L. Chestnut,
former Congressman James Mann, and others.
Viewers of this video will vividly understand the
historic depth of injustice of the LaRouche persecution
and imprisonment. They will be unable to avoid the implication of the video’s title—that precisely the same
apparatus which framed LaRouche back in the 1980s,
went on to frame up President Donald Trump, starting
in 2016 and continuing to date.
Variously stated or implicit throughout, is that the
false prosecution and jailing of LaRouche, guaranteed the catastrophes of the end of the failed 20th century and of the beginning of the 21st. The collapse of
communism in Europe, which would have opened a
brilliant chapter of human history had LaRouche’s
“Productive Triangle” plan been implemented, led instead to a series of wars based on lies, from Iraq I to
Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq II, Syria, and Libya. Rather
than the combined high-technology economic development of East and West, the former Comecon countries were looted, followed by the collapse of the
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world financial system, exactly as LaRouche had
forecast, in 2007-09.
All this was an unnecessary disaster. Had LaRouche
been free to fight for his ideas, and had he won adequate
support, as he had won the support of Ronald Reagan for
his Strategic Defense Initiative plan by 1983, then subsequent history would have been completely different.
Hand-in-hand with the fight for Lyndon LaRouche’s
exoneration, we are forging ahead today with the fight
for the realization of his ideas, in a world which has
been greatly shaped for the better by LaRouche’s ideas,
despite his false prosecution, his imprisonment, and the
false label of “felon,” which was stuck onto him.
China’s revolutionary Belt and Road, or New Silk
Road, joined by 160 nations and international organizations, was the immediate outgrowth of LaRouche’s
“Productive Triangle” program for which his wife
Helga held seminars throughout the world while he was
in prison. The Putin Presidency, which rescued Russia
from disaster and is an essential pillar of the coming
world order, was shaped by LaRouche’s researches
(witness his 1999 video, “Storm over Asia”) and his
trips into Russia. Trump confidants insist that LaRouche
played a key role in creating the Trump presidency, as
he has since in defending it from a British-inspired
coup attempt using the same Robert Mueller who
framed LaRouche.
Now the Donald Trump Administration has adopted
LaRouche’s program (with scientist Krafft Ehricke) for
industrialization of the Moon, leading to the later colonization of Mars!
Let us win LaRouche’s exoneration, and win the
world for his vision of a four-power (U.S., China,
Russia and India), New Bretton Woods, world credit
system.
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